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PODCAST

Understanding the Future 

Podcast

In the next podcast, Climate Centre

for Cities talks to Benjamin

Hickman from UN Environment

Programme to understand the

future of District Cooling in Cities.

In this episode, he explains the

technicalities of District Cooling as

well as how it can be implemented

in the Indian Context.

Listen

Urban Thinkers Campus

The Climate Centre for Cities at

NIUA in association with AIC

Sangam Innovation Foundation

organized ‘Urban Bootcamp for

Startups’ on 5th October. It was a

one-of-a-kind event for startups and

entrepreneurs working to solve

the urban challenges with

their innovation. The event was

participated by 10+Indian startups

Urban Bootcamp

View

https://www.niua.org/c-cube/

The Climate Centre for Cities has developed 22+ training
across 5 themes of the ClimateSmart Cities Assessment
Framework (CSCAF) with an intent to build local capacities
for adopting climate relevant measures. Climate Alliance
partners - GIZ India, WRI India, Clean Air Asia, RMI India and
ISGF have supported in developing some of the modules.
First round of the online training cycle was completed last
month and saw participation of city officials from 41 cities
across the country. The focus was to provide technical
know-how in transitioning to cleaner energy; increasing the
adoption of green buildings; rejuvenating water bodies,
open areas and increasing green cover; safeguarding
biodiversity; building disaster resilience; mainstreaming
climate action plans; transitioning to low carbon mobility;
improving air quality; strengthening flood risk
management; enhancing water resources and supply
management and increasing efficiency in water and waste-
water management.

Launch video - https://youtu.be/r95Ej_tac4w

Dedicated training aligned to ClimateSmart Cities Assessment Framework

Climate Centre for Cities in

collaboration with ISOCARP

organized The Urban Thinkers

Campus on ‘Mainstreaming

Climate Actions in Indian Cities’

on 7th Oct 16:00 – 19:00 HRS and

8th October 15:00 – 16:00 HRS. The

Session was inaugurated by Mr.

Hitesh Vaidya, Director NIUA and

Mr. Rajendra Kumar, Member

ISOCARP.

Exercise on Google Earth to map green Cover in cities. Interactive exercise on Miro to make sessions engaging for participants.

Officials from various cities in the country attended the training sessions.

https://linktr.ee/ccube
https://fb.watch/8zDRYA6m8_/
https://www.niua.org/c-cube/
https://youtu.be/r95Ej_tac4w

